BEFORE THE
NATIONAL FUTURES ASSOCIATION

ln the Matter of:

)
)

FORWARD FOREX, INC.
(NFA rD #362887)

)

NFA Docket No. 07-MRA-009

)

NOTICE OF MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY ACTION
UNDER NFA COMPLIANCE RULE 3.15

National Futures Association ("NFA") hereby gives notice to Fonruard
Forex, Inc. ("Fonrard Forex"), a futures commission merchant ("FCM") and Forex
Dealer Member ("FDM") that, pursuant to NFA Compliance Rule 3-15, the President of
NFA, with the concurrence of NFA's Executive Committee, has taken a Member
Responsibility Action ("MRq'; against Fonryard Forex, whereby:

1.

Effective immediately, Fonruard Forex is prohibited from soliciting, introducing, or
accepting any additional customer accounts or customer funds.

2.

Effective immediately, Fonruard Forex is prohibited from either acting as a
counterparty to any foreign currency ("forex") transactions, or introducing,
accepting, or placing trades for any customer accounts.

3.

Effective immediately, Fonruard Forex is prohibited from distributing promotional
material, advertising, or maintaining any websites which promote Forward Forex.

4.

5.

Fonruard Forex is required to provide notice to NFA of any distribution, disbursal
or transfer of any funds on the same business day that any such distribution,
disbursal or transfer occurs. Such notice must include, at a minimum, the date
of the distribution, the name and address of the recipient, identification of any
accounts from which funds are distributed and to which funds are distributed,
and the amount of the distribution.

This MRA shall remain in effect until such time as Fonruard Forex has
demonstrated to the satisfaction of NFA that it is in complete compliance with all
NFA Requirements. Forward Forex is required to provide copies of this MRA via
overnight courier to all customers and to all banks and other financial institutions
with which money is on deposit in the name of Fonryard Forex.

This action is effective immediately and is deemed necessary to protect
customers because, during NFA's pending audit of Fonvard Forex, the firm and its
personnel have been unwilling or unable to answer a number of critical audit inquiries,
including questions concerning customer complaints and numerous financial

transactions. Moreover, the firm has failed to make its sole owner and chief executive
officer ("CEO"), Onelio Murias ("Murias") available to NFA's audit team to answer
questions necessary for NFA to complete its audit. In addition, Fonnrard Forex has
refused to provide NFA with an executed management representation letter - which is
required in all NFA audits - confirming that information they provided to NFA in the
course of the audit is true and correct. As a result, NFA has not only been denied
information but it is unable to place any reliance on the information it has received.
In support of these actions, NFA attaches the affidavit of Jennifer Sunu
("Sunu"), who is a Director in NFA's Compliance Department, and based thereon
alleges as follows:

1.

Forward Forex has been a registered FCM since January 30, 2006, and the firm
began acting as an FDM shortly thereafter. The firm lists its main business office
in Hollywood, Florida.

2.

Fonruard Forex lists Murias and Marshall Wertheim ("Wertheim") as principals.
Murias is the firm's sole owner and CEO. Wertheim is the firm's president and
only associated person ("AP"). Wertheim is also an NFA Associate.

3.

On June 18,2007, NFA commenced its annual examination of Fonryard Forex.
The firm's CEO, Murias, was present at Fonrvard Forex's offices when NFA
arrived. However, he left the offices less than an hour later and, since then, has
not been present at Fonruard Forex's offices while NFA's audit team has been
there.

4.

As Wertheim is the sole AP/principal of the firm, NFA's audit team requested
general information from him about the firm's operations, such as the number of
customer accounts, customer complaints, the firm's current business, names of
counterparties with which Fonrard Forex does business, and procedures related
to supervising the firm. However, Wertheim indicated it would be more
appropriate for NFA to ask Murias these questions.

5.

During this initial interview, which occurred on the first day of the audit (June 18,
2007), the audit team reminded Wertheim that, as Fonrvard Forex's sole
AP/principal, he should be able to answer general questions about the firm's
operations. However, Wertheim claimed that he did not know why he was listed
as the sole AP/principal of the firm, as his only responsibility at the firm was to
enter trades and operate the firm's order desk. Wertheim also indicated that
Murias told him that Forward Forex needed an individualto be an AP/principal of
the firm, and that Wertheim's principal status would only be temporary, until
Fonruard Forex could find someone else to be the AP/principal of the firm.

6.

The folfowing day, June 19,2007, NFA's audit team met again with Wertheim to
discuss his role at the firm, as well as the roles of other individuals employed by
Forward Forex. Wertheim reiterated that he was only responsible for the firm's
order desk and for monitoring the trading platform to verify that all trades are
reflected properly. He told the NFA auditors that he had no ownership in

Fonryard Forex and no supervisory responsibilities. Wertheim said that no
employees report to him, that he makes no hiring or firing decisions, and that he
is not an authorized signatory for Forward Forex.
7.

Wertheim represented that Murias is the sole owner and CEO of Forward Forex,
the sole signer on the firm's bank accounts, and the only person who is able to
enter into contracts on behalf of the firm. Wertheim further represented that
Murias is responsible for deciding with which solicitors to do business and
conducting on-site reviews of solicitors. ln addition, Wertheim represented that
Murias, along with an individual named Larry Freedberg ("Freedberg"), is also
responsible for investigating and responding to customer complaints. Wertheim
said that Murias reports to no one else at the firm.

8.

Wertheim told NFA auditors that Todd Guthrie ("Guthrie") is Fonarard Forex's
accountant, and - together with Murias - is responsible for preparing the firm's
financial books and records. According to Wertheim, Guthrie reports directly to
Murias. Wertheim said that Murias submits the monthly Form 1-FR-FCMs on
behalf of the firm.

9.

Wertheim represented that Victoria Alyea ("Alyea") runs the firm's compliance
department, approves account opening papenruork, and oversees the firm's antimoney laundering program. According to Wertheim, Alyea reports directly to
Murias.

10.

NFA auditors also spoke with Alyea, who confirmed Wertheim's representations
concerning her reponsibilities at the firm. Like Wertheim, Alyea told NFA
auditors that Murias is the 100% owner of the firm; that he supervises all of the
firm's operations; that allfirm personnel report to him either directly or indirectly;
that he is the sole signatory on all the firm's cash accounts; that he supervises
payroll processing; that he negotiates and executes all agreements between
Forward Forex and unregulated solicitors, counterparties and vendors; and that
he also handles customer complaints. Furthermore, Alyea said that Murias is the
firm's security manager and the only person authorized to enter or change
registration information on behalf of the firm.

11.

During the course of the examination, NFA's auditors asked Wertheim, Guthrie
and Alyea numerous questions which they were unable or unwilling to answer.
They repeatedly told the auditors that they should address their questions to
Murias. However, Murias has failed to make himself available - in person or
otherwise - to answer NFA's questions.

12.

On the morning of June 20,2007, NFA sent an e-mail to Murias' business e-mail
account, fonruardforex@yahoo.com, requesting that he appear at Fonrvard
Forex's offices at200 p.m. that day to answer NFA's questions. However,
Murias failed to appear at the meeting. NFA also left Murias a voice-mail
message on his cell phone requesting his presence to assist NFA in completing
its examination, but Murias has never responded to this message.
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13.

On June 20,2007, NFA sent a second e-mail message to Murias reminding him
of the responsibility of NFA Members to cooperate promptly and fully with NFA in
an audit or examination. This e-mail message also required Murias to appear at
Fonryard Forex's office by 10:00 a.m. on June 21,2007. However, Murias again
failed to appear.

14.

On the afternoon of June 21,2007, NFA received an e-mail from Christopher
King ("King"), ?r attorney with the Homer Bonner law firm, stating that King had
advised Murias not to appear at Fonruard Forex's offices due to his concern that
NFA was seeking to question Murias about issues that were relevant to a
pending Business Conduct Committee Complaint against the firm. King's e-mail
stated that Murias would answer NFA's questions unrelated to the pending
Complaint, provided that such questions were put in writing and directed to King.

15.

That same day, NFA Associate General Counsel Ron Hirst ("Hirst") sent an email response to King advising King that NFA staff were not attempting to gather
evidence in connection with the pending Complaint but, merely, attempting to
conduct a regularly scheduled annual audit of the firm. Hirst further stated in his
e-mailthat the pending Complaint did not suspend NFA's audit responsibilities
and that, because Forward Forex was an FCM, NFA had an obligation under
Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") Rules to audit the firm at
least annually. Hirst indicated that, since Fonruard Forex's last exam occurred in
June 2006, it was due for its 2007 audit. Hirst also stated that Murias was
required to appear and cooperate with NFA in the course of the audit, or the firm
would risk further disciplinary action for failing to cooperate.

16.

Later that day, Hirst had a telephone conversation with King in which he agreed
to defer questioning of Murias provided Wertheim could answer NFA's questions
and respond to its document requests.

17.

On June 22,2007, the NFA audit team met with Wertheim, Alyea and attorney
Frank Sanchez ("Sanchez"), of the Homer Bonner firm, in an attempt to obtain
the information necessary for NFA to complete audit testing. However,
Wertheim and Alyea were unable to provide much of the information requested
by NFA, e.9., information about customer complaints, promotional material used
by the firm and its unregistered solicitors, and numerous financial transactions.
As a result, it became clear to NFA's auditors that Murias' cooperation would be
needed for NFA to complete audit fieldwork. Moreover, at the June 22 meeting,
Sanchez refused to allow NFA auditors to ask any questions relating to Fonrard
Forex's promotional material, websites, or customer complaints. Sanchez
claimed these were all items related to the pending Complaint.

18.

On June 25,2007, Hirst sent an e-mail to Homer Bonner informing them of
Wertheim's inability to answer many of the audit team's questions at their
meeting on June 22,2007. Hirst also emphasized that because of Wertheim's
representations that everyone at Forward Forex reports to Murias and that
Murias supervises the firm's regulated activity in every respect, it was imperative
for Fonruard Forex to make Murias available to the NFA audit team for

questioning. Hirst stressed that Fonryard Forex's failure to make Murias available
immediately could constitute a failure to cooperate on the firm's part, in violation
of NFA Compliance Rule 2-5.
19.

That same day (June 25,2007), NFA's audit team requested Wertheim, Alyea
and Guthrie to contact Murias and advise him that his presence at the firm was
needed for NFA to complete audit fieldwork. The audit team also contacted
attorney Sanchez and explained that the team expected Murias to come to
Forward Forex's offices to answer the questions that Wertheim and Alyea had
been unable to answer the previous week. Finally, NFA left a message for
Murias on his cell phone, indicating that he was expected to cooperate with
NFA's audit and make himself available to answer questions.

20.

From June 25 through June 27,2007, NFA's audit team repeatedly asked
Wertheim, Alyea and Guthrie if they had heard from Murias and if Murias was
planning to cooperate with the NFA audit. Wertheim and Alyea indicated that
they had not heard from Murias, and Guthrie indicated that he had spoken with
Murias, but was unsure if Murias would meet with NFA staff.

21.

On June 27,2007, NFA e-mailed a letter to attorney King at Homer Bonner,
requiring Murias to make himself available in person at Forward Forex's offices
on Thursday, June 28, 2007 , at 12:00 noon, to answer the audit team's
questions and provide information vital to the completion of NFA's examination.
However, Murias did not appear as required.

22.

In the afternoon of June 28,2007, NFA received an e-mail from attorney King
who stated that Fonryard Forex was diligently working to answer NFA's
outstanding questions. King claimed surprise at NFA's continued demand that
Murias make himself available in person for questioning. King represented that
Murias could not make himself available in person as he was out of town. This
was the first that NFA had been advised that Murias was out of town. In fact, just
two days earlier - on June 26,2007 - Guthrie had informed NFA's auditors that
he was meeting with Murias that evening.

23.

NFA's audit team immediately responded to King's e-mail. The audit team
advised King that it was willing to speak with Murias by teleconference, provided
Murias could do so prior to NFA's exit conference which was scheduled for 11:00
a.m. the following day (June 29,2007). The audit team also pointed out that no
one at Fonruard Forex or at Homer Bonner had previously mentioned to NFA's
auditors that Murias was out of town.

24.

Murias did not contact, or make himself available to, NFA's audit team on June
29,2007. Further, attorney King informed NFA that he did not receive the audit
team's June 28,2007 e-mail until the morning of June 29 and that he could not
tell NFA when Murias would be available.

25.

To date, NFA has been unable to obtain answers from Wertheim, Alyea, Guthrie,
or anyone else at Fonryard Forex, to the following questions:

Fonruard Forex is entitled to a prompt hearing on this matter before NFA's
Hearing Committee if they so request. The request for a hearing shall be made in
writing to:

National Futures Association
200 West Madison Street
Suite 1600
Chicago, lL 60606-3447
Attn: Legal Docketing Department

Aggrieved parties may petition the CFTC for a stay of this MRA pending a
hearing pursuant to and in conformity with the terms set forth in CFTC Regulation
171 .41

.

NATIONAL FUTURES ASSOCIATION

Date: Julv 6, 2007
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AFFIDAVIT
THE AFFIANT, JENNIFER SUNU, BEING DULY SWORN AND UNDER
OATH STATES THAT:

1.

My name is Jennifer Sunu, and I am employed by National Futures Association
("NFA') as a Director in the Compliance Department. In my capacity as a
Director, I oversee the team that has been auditing Forward Forex, Inc.
("Forward Forex").

2.

Forward Forex has been a registered futures commission merchant ('FCM")
since January 30, 2006, and the firm began acting as an Forex Dealer Member
("FDM") shortly thereafter. The firm lists its main business office in Hollywood,
Florida.

3.

Fonruard Forex lists Onelio Murias ("Murias") and Marshall Wertheim
("Wertheim") as principals. Murias is the firm's sole owner and chief executive
officer ("CEO'). Wertheim is the firm's president and only associated person
("AP"). Wertheim is also an NFA Associate.

4.

On June 18,2007, NFA commenced its annual examination of Fonruard Forex.
The firm's CEO, Murias, was present at Forward Forex's offices when NFA
arrived. However, he left the offices less than an hour later and, since then, has
not been present at Fonrard Forex's offices while NFA's audit team has been
there.

5.

As Wertheim is the sole AP/principal of the firm, NFA's audit team requested
general information from him about the firm's operations, such as the number of
customer accounts, customer complaints, the firm's current business, names of
counterparties with which Fonruard Forex does business, and procedures related
to supervising the firm. However, Wertheim indicated it would be more
appropriate for NFA to ask Murias these questions.

6.

During this initial interview, which occurred on the first day of the audit (June 18,
2007), the audit team reminded Wertheim that, as Forward Forex's sole
AP/principal, he should be able to answer general questions about the firm's
operations. However, Wertheim claimed that he did not know why he was listed
as the sole AP/principal of the firm, as his only responsibility at the firm was to
enter trades and operate the firm's order desk. Wertheim also indicated that
Murias told him that Forward Forex needed an individualto be an AP/principal of
the firm, and that Wertheim's principal status would only be temporary, until
Fonryard Forex could find someone else to be the AP/principal of the firm.

7.

The following day, June 19,2007, NFA's audit team met again with Wertheim to
discuss his role at the firm, as well as the roles of other individuals employed by

Fonruard Forex. Wertheim reiterated that he was only responsible for the firm's
order desk and for monitoring the trading platform to verify that all trades are
reflected properly. He told the NFA auditors that he had no ownership in
Fonruard Forex and no supervisory responsibilities. Wertheim said that no
employees report to him, that he makes no hiring or firing decisions, and that he
is not an authorized signatory for Fonrvard Forex.
8.

Wertheim represented that Murias is the sole owner and CEO of Forward Forex,
the sole signer on the firm's bank accounts, and the only person who is able to
enter into contracts on behalf of the firm. Wertheim further represented that
Murias is responsible for deciding with which solicitors to do business and
conducting on-site reviews of solicitors. In addition, Wertheim represented that
Murias, along with an individual named Larry Freedberg ("Freedberg"), is also
responsible for investigating and responding to customer complaints. Wertheim
said that Murias reports to no one else at the firm.

9.

Wertheim told NFA auditors that Todd Guthrie ("Guthrie") is Forward Forex's
accountant, and - together with Murias - is responsible for the preparing the
firm's financial books and records. According to Wertheim, Guthrie reports
directly to Murias. Wertheim said that Murias submits the monthly Form 1-FRFCMs on behalf of the firm.

10.

Wertheim represented that Victoria Alyea ("Alyea") runs the firm's compliance
department, approves account opening paperwork, and oversees the firm's antimoney laundering program. According to Wertheim, Alyea reports directly to
Murias.

11.

NFA auditors also spoke with Alyea, who confirmed Wertheim's representations
concerning her reponsibilities at the firm. Like Wertheim, Alyea told NFA
auditors that Murias is the 100% owner of the firm; that he supervises all of the
firm's operations; that all firm personnel report to him either directly or indirectly;
that he is the sole signatory on all the firm's cash accounts; that he supervises
payroll processing; that he negotiates and executes all agreements between
Foruvard Forex and unregulated solicitors, counterparties and vendors; and that
he also handles customer complaints. Furthermore, Alyea said that Murias is the
firm's security manager and the only person authorized to enter or change
registration information on behalf of the firm.

12.

During the course of the examination, NFA's auditors asked Wertheim, Guthrie
and Alyea numerous questions which they were unable or unwilling to answer.
They repeatedly told the auditors that they should address their questions to
Murias. However, Murias has failed to make himself available - in person or
othenryise - to answer NFA's questions.

13.

On the morning of June 20,2007, NFA sent an e-mail to Murias' business e-mail
account, fonruardforex@vahoo.com, requesting that he appear at Forward
Forex's offices at 2:00 p.m. that day to answer NFA's questions. However,
Murias failed to appear at the meeting. NFA also left Murias a voice-mail

message on his cell phone requesting his presence to assist NFA in completing
its examination, but Murias has never responded to this message.
14.

On June 20,2007, NFA sent a second e-mail message to Murias reminding him
of the responsibility of NFA Members to cooperate promptly and fully with NFA in
an audit or examination. This e-mail message also required Murias to appear at
Forward Forex's office by 10:00 a.m. on June 21 ,2007. However, Murias again
failed to appear.

15.

On the afternoon of June 21,2007, NFA received an e-mail from Christopher
King ("King"), ?h attorney with the Homer Bonner law firm, stating that King had
advised Murias not to appear at Fonruard Forex's offices due to his concern that
NFA was seeking to question Murias about issues that were relevant to a
pending Business Conduct Committee Complaint against the firm. King's e-mail
stated that Murias would answer NFA's questions unrelated to the pending
Complaint, provided that such questions were put in writing and directed to King.

16.

That same day, NFA Associate General Counsel Ron Hirst ("Hirst") sent an email response to King advising King that NFA staff were not attempting to gather
evidence in connection with the pending Complaint but, merely, attempting to
conduct a regularly scheduled annual audit of the firm. Hirst further stated in his
e-mail that the pending Complaint did not suspend NFA's audit responsibilities
and that, because Fonryard Forex was an FCM, NFA had an obligation under
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Rules to audit the firm at least
annually. Hirst indicated that, since Forward Forex's last exam occurred in June
2006, it was due for its 2007 audit. Hirst also stated that Murias was required to
appear and cooperate with NFA in the course of the audit, or the firm would risk
further disciplinary action for failing to cooperate.

17.

Later that day, Hirst had a telephone conversation with King in which he agreed
to defer questioning of Murias provided Wertheim could answer NFA's questions
and respond to its document requests.

18.

On June 22,2007, the NFA audit team met with Wertheim, Alyea and attorney
Frank Sanchez ("Sanchez"), of the Homer Bonner firm, in an attempt to obtain
the information necessary for NFA to complete audit testing. However,
Wertheim and Alyea were unable to provide much of the information requested
by NFA, e.9., information about customer complaints, promotional material used
by the firm and its unregistered solicitors, and numerous financial transactions.
As a result, it became clear to NFA's auditors that Murias' cooperation would be
needed for NFA to complete audit fieldwork. Moreover, at the June 22 meeting,
Sanchez refused to allow NFA auditors to ask any questions relating to Fonruard
Forex's promotional material, websites, or customer complaints. Sanchez
claimed these were all items related to the pending Complaint.

19.

On June 25,2007, Hirst sent an e-mail to Homer Bonner informing them of
Wertheim's inability to answer many of the audit team's questions at their
meeting on June 22,2007. Hirst also emphasized that because of Wertheim's

representations that everyone at Forward Forex reports to Murias and that
Murias supervises the firm's regulated activity in every respect, it was imperative
for Forward Forex to make Murias available to the NFA audit team for
questioning. Hirst stressed that Forward Forex's failure to make Murias available
immediately could constitute a failure to cooperate on the firm's part, in violation
of NFA Compliance Rule 2-5.

20.

That same day (June 25,2007), NFA's audit team requested Wertheim, Alyea
and Guthrie to contact Murias and advise him that his presence at the firm was
needed for NFA to complete audit fieldwork. The audit team also contacted
attorney Sanchez and explained that the team expected Murias to come to
Forward Forex's offices to answer the questions that Wertheim and Alyea had
been unable to answer the previous week. Finally, NFA left a message for
Murias on his cell phone, indicating that he was expected to cooperate with
NFA's audit and make himself available to answer questions.

21.

From June 25 through June 27 , 2007 , NFA's audit team repeatedly asked
Wertheim, Alyea and Guthrie if they had heard from Murias and if Murias was
planning to cooperate with the NFA audit. Wertheim and Alyea indicated that
they had not heard from Murias, and Guthrie indicated that he had spoken with
Murias, but was unsure if Murias would meet with NFA staff.

22.

On June 27 ,2007 , NFA e-mailed a letter to attorney King at Homer Bonner,
requiring Murias to make himself available in person at Fonryard Forex's offices
on Thursday, June 28,2007, at 12:00 noon, to answer the audit team's
questions and provide information vital to the completion of NFA's examination.
However, Murias did not appear as required.

23.

n the afternoon of June 28,2007, NFA received an e-mail from attorney King
who stated that Fonruard Forex was diligently working to answer NFA's
f

outstanding questions. King claimed surprise at NFA's continued demand that
Murias make himself available in person for questioning. King represented that
Murias could not make himself available in person as he was out of town. This
was the first that NFA had been advised that Murias was out of town. In fact, just
two days earlier - on June 26,2007 - Guthrie had informed NFA's auditors that
he was meeting with Murias that evening.
24.

NFA's audit team immediately responded to King's e-mail. The audit team
advised King that it was willing to speak with Murias by teleconference, provided
Murias could do so prior to NFA's exit conference which was scheduled for 11:00
a.m. the following day (June 29,2007). The audit team also pointed out that no
one at Forward Forex or at Homer Bonner had previously mentioned to NFA's
auditors that Murias was out of town.

25.

Murias did not contact, or make himself available to, NFA's audit team on June
29,2007. Further, attorney King informed NFA that he did not receive the audit
team's June 28,2007 e-mail until the morning of June 29 and that he could not
tell NFA when Murias would be available.

26.

To date, NFA has been unable to obtain answers from Wertheim, Alyea, Guthrie,
or anyone else at Forward Forex, to the following questions:

o

What procedures does the firm have to supervise Freedberg's
handling of customer complaints, considering that Freedberg is not
an employee of Fonryard Forex and works in a separate location in
a different state than the firm's main office in Florida.
Who at Forward Forex is responsible for communicating with
Freedberg regard ing customer complaints.
What procedures does the firm have to ensure that it is made
aware of customer complaints received by the firm's unregistered
solicitors.

o

What is the status of five of the approximately thirty customer
complaints that Fonruard Forex received subsequent to NFA's June
2006 examination. These five complaints appear to be unresolved.
However, no one at Forward Forex could provide NFA's auditors
with information as to the current status of these five complaints.

27.

To date, NFA also has been unable to obtain full and complete information from
Wertheim, Alyea, Guthrie, or anyone else at Fonruard Forex, concerning a
number of the firm's financial transactions. Specifically, NFA has questions
regarding seventeen payments made by Fonruard Forex between February 20,
2007 and June 1,2007, which totaled almost $300,000. These payments
included five payments, totaling approximately $27,000, to various individuals
and entities for "consulting"; two commission payments, totaling approximately
$210,000, to entities that are not solicitors for Fonryard Forex; a $6,000 "cash"
payment; two payments, totaling approximately $5,000, to Comtrust, an FCM
which does not conduct forex business; and payments to individuals, who are not
affiliated with the firm, for plane tickets and hotel stays.

28.

To date, Forward Forex has failed to make its CEO, Murias, available to NFA's
audit team to answer the above questions or other questions relevant to NFA
pending examination. In addition, Forward Forex has refused to provide NFA
with an executed management representation letter - which is a standard audit
requirement - confirming that information provided to NFA in the course of the
audit is true and correct. Thus, besides being denied relevant information, NFA
cannot even rely on the information it was able to obtain from the firm.

29.

As a consequence of Fonruard Forex's failure to cooperate with NFA, NFA's audit
has been seriously impeded and NFA is unable to determine if Fonruard Forex is
in full compliance with NFA Requirements.

Further Affiant sayeth not.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
on this 6th day of July 2007.
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
l, Myra Lewis, on oath state that on July 6, 2007, I served copies of the
attached Notice of Member Responsibility Action by sending such copies by facsimile and
overnight mail in envelopes addressed as follows:
Eileen Donovan, Acting Secretariat
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Three Lafayette Centre
1155 21st Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.20581
Facsimile No: 2021418-5521

Lawrence B. Patent
Deputy Director, Compliance and Registration
Division of Clearing and Intermediary Oversight
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Three Lafayette Centre
1155 21st Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20581
Facsimile: 2021418-5536

Christopher King, Esq.
HomerBonner
1200 Four Seasons Tower
1441 BrickellAvenue
Miami, FL 33131
Facsimile No: 305/982-0060
and by also sending a copy by facsimile and regular and overnight mail in envelopes
addressed as follows:
Forward Forex, Inc.
1909 Tyler Street
Suite 306
Hollywood, FL 33020
Facsimile No: 954-87 4-0343

Myra Lefis
Subscribed and sworn to before
me on this 6th day of Ju\y,2007.
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